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Senate Candidate O'Dwyer To Speak at Baruch Thursday

Senior Class President Jack Mandel announced that Democratic Senatorial Candidate T. B. O'Dwyer will speak in the Auditorium on Thursday as a guest of the Senior and Junior Classes and the Young Democrats. According to O'Dwyer's Campaign Committee and newspaper coverage the event is expected to draw a large crowd.

Mr. O'Dwyer, who supported the abortive bid of Eugene McCarthy for the Democratic nomination for President as a way to maintain the national ticket, has been endorsed by a number of liberal groups and is expected to receive a strong showing at the polls.

New Structure Plan Approved Yesterday

The two school sections of the Baruch College became effective last night when the Board of Higher Education approved the establishment of joint administrative heads for the two. The Board also voted to rent office space at once and to continue with the construction of the RCA Building.

The new positions established at the request of President Robert Weaver and Dean of Business and Public Administration, Dean of the School of Liberal Arts; Dean of Students; and Dean of Curriculum Planning. The program will be effective January 1, the President's position.

Mr. O'Dwyer has voluntarily committed the administration's Vietnam policy on any number of occasions. He has been critical of the war as "immoral" and feels it is hypocritical to call for freedom in North Vietnam while denying it to the people of Southeast Asia.

In view of the nature of the speaker and the importance of his address, it is hoped that Baruch will not be embarrassed by the normal incisiveness and turn of events which make of intellectualism, an important part of the Baruch experience. Mr. O'Dwyer will try to speak in a more informal manner.

New Black Week Program at Baruch Is Met With Mixed Student Reactions

The Afro-American Society Black Week program was called almost everything from enlightening and entertaining to a snooze by those who viewed it. The program, which consisted of three films, a fashion show, and an art exhibit was not well received by all.

Budget Approves $17 Million Increasing $1 Million

The City University of New York will be able to add another campus and part time programs to its curriculum next year if the budget request is passed by the New York State Board for Education. The $17 million budget, which includes $4 million of capital funds, this year will be $1 million.

This is the second time this year that Baruch has received an increase in budget allocation. The first was a $200,000 increase in the spring. The increase is expected to bring the college's total budget to about $17 million.

BHE Approves Budgets; Baruch To Get $11 Million

The students at Baruch College will receive a 10% increase in their tuition next year if the budget request is passed by the Board of Trustees. The request includes $4 million of capital funds.

The increase in budget is expected to bring the college's total budget to about $17 million. The increase is expected to bring the college's total budget to about $17 million. The increase is expected to bring the college's total budget to about $17 million.
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President Weaver

The evening session to the rest of the college and therefore these sessions have not yet been provided for.

No classes will be held next Tuesday due to Election Day. Thursday's classes (Oct. 7) will follow Tuesday's schedule. TICcr will be published on Wednesday.

Stan Hoff And Mike Fuhr Are Chosen Reps.

Freshmen Executive Is Denied Council Vote

The Freshmen Executive of the Student Council at Baruch voted against the nomination of Stan Hoff and Mike Fuhr for the Council's executive board.

According to the Freshmen Executive, the vote was taken to determine whether the nomination should be presented to the full Student Council for consideration.
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**THE TICKER**

**It's What's Happening**

Mickey Mast, producer and manager of such groups as the Animals and Herman's Hermits, has a new talent on his hands, Terry Reid. According to Avera Franklin, there are three things happening in England, The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, and Terry Reid...The Beatles, however, have started a folk duo. They're damn good, and it looks like it's here to stay. ...The Cream are coming out this fall with a hot concert before their next tour next year. They will be at Madison Square Garden, and according to Mickey, they will be Terry Reid...Although I am opposed to censorship, I do believe that some minimum standards must be set up on the basis of quality and not content...This week's theater recommendations: We Birdied New Haven, The Basement, the Baruch College answer to Steve Paul's Scene, is providing entertainment on Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday nights.

Richard Jude's new film has just been completed. This underground art film, which was completed in two days, will be shown at the New York Film Festival. Hope you enjoy it!

Sadie and Young will be appearing, until November 2nd at the Royal Box of the Hotel Americana. The Cee-Team.

**Hillel Forum Addressed By National Party Reps**

The upcoming presidential elections have focused attention on several key issues. Having clear up the presidential candidates' positions on these topics, Hillel invited, Mr. Henry Cohen, former mayor of Chicago, to address the students of Baruch. Mr. Cohen stated that, "If there were to be a race on the impact of the war in Viet Nam, and on the premise of how much advocacy there is for a halt to the war, the student was a voting bloc on the Republican ticket.

Mr. Cohen's presentation was followed by questions from the students. The forum was held in the Student Union Building, Room 122 on Wednesday.

--- NEIL BERGMAN

Sadie and Young will be appearing, until November 2nd at the Royal Box of the Hotel Americana. The Cee-Team.

**The Baruch College Young Democrats**

The Senior Class Council

The Junior Class Council

**PRESENT**

The Distinguished Candidate For The United States Senate From New York

**PAUL O'DWYER**

Thursday October 31 12 Noon

In The Auditorium

All students and faculty members are cordially invited to hear this important speaker of our time.

**Law Students**

The Presidential Student and Law Student societies will meet this evening in the Student Union Building Room 207. The meeting is open to all members of the two societies. The meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m.

--- CATHY LEONARDO ESPOSITO

**TICKR OR TREAT**

**AT COFFEE MUSEUM HOUR**

TUES, OCT. 29—MARBLE HOUR 12-2

TREATS BY BOOSTERS

**FIRESIDE CHATS!!**

A REAL CHANCE TO MEET YOUR PROFESSORS AS PEOPLE IN AN INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE.

FREE FOOD FOR THOUGHT AND BODY.

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME!!

Nov. 3, 1968 at Dr. Harris' home

2707 Ave. I, Brooklyn - 4 P.M.

Nov. 17, 1968 at Prof. Frazier's home

452 Riverside Drive (116 St.) - Manhattan

Dec. 8, 1968 at Dr. Gardner's home

505 La Guardia Place - Manhattan

ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS CALL LA 5-2979 OR STUDENT COUNCIL MAILBOX - 90 OR ROOM 418 S.C.

--- TERRY REILLY
Emphasis on Peace and Order

By MIKE LEMELLE

Europe is a complex jumble of feuding nations, and the world is fast becoming an even more complex jumble of feuding cities. Peace is a rare commodity because there is much to quarrel about. The city is in the throes of change, and change often brings unrest. But progress requires change, and we must learn to live with it.

The city has been in a state of turmoil ever since the events of last week. The trouble began with a demonstration against the administration, and it has been growing ever since. The students have been demanding more freedom, and the administration has been trying to suppress them. The situation has become so volatile that the police have had to be called in to maintain order.

We believe that the administration is right to want peace and order in the city, but we also believe that the students have a right to express their views. We think that a compromise can be reached that will satisfy both sides.

The city is a place where people from all over the world come to live and work. It is a place where different cultures and ideas meet. We believe that this diversity is a strength, and we want to see it preserved.

We also believe that the students have a right to a good education. We think that the administration is doing its best to provide this, but we also think that the students have a right to be heard.

In conclusion, we believe that the city is a place where peace and order can coexist. We believe that the administration and the students can find a way to work together.

The Importance of Education

By LARRY BROOKS

Education is the key to a better future for all of us. It is the foundation upon which we build our lives. It is the means by which we gain knowledge and understanding.

Education is a right, not a privilege. It should be available to everyone, regardless of their background or circumstances. We must work to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to receive a good education.

We believe that education can change lives. It can open doors to new opportunities. It can help people develop the skills they need to succeed.

We also believe that education is important for democracy. It is the means by which we transmit our values and traditions to the next generation.

In conclusion, we believe that education is a fundamental right and a key to a better future.

The Importance of Art

By SAM GRAFTON

Art is a form of expression that can bring joy and beauty to our lives. It is a way of seeing the world from a different perspective.

Art can also be a form of social commentary. It can raise important questions and challenge our assumptions.

We believe that art is an integral part of our culture. It is a way of connecting with our past and our future.

We also believe that art is important for our mental health. It can provide a form of escape and help us to relax.

In conclusion, we believe that art is an important and valuable aspect of our lives.
Support The Teachers and Genuine Educational Reform

The same popular desires that shaped the civil rights and campus movements of the 1960's have led to the formation of the present desire for social justice, equality, and the rights of people to participate in decisions governing their lives. The UFT won its first contract in 1963 - the year when the non-violent civil rights movement gained national momentum, and a new generation found a voice out of social injustice to join in.

The United Federation of Teachers was a part of this great movement from its first day in 1938. No one who cares about the future of public education can afford to remain apart from the affairs of the school system. But nowhere is the danger more acute than in New York City's public schools, which are using the concept of decentralization - so long as decentralization is not used, like the "states rights" argument, to rig the system in the hands of the State interests, the REAL white power structure.

Centralization - the unification of the System of Education - is the heart of the concept itself - that New York's teachers and students are now on strike.

The teachers' opponents have charged, over and over, that the union is using the chaos at Ocean Hill to fight against decentralization. It is much too easy to say that the Mayor, his Board of Education, and the local business interests are not interested in decentralization and meaningful educational reform.

The Mayor is using UFT as the scapegoat for his failure to present genuine solutions to the city's economic and social problems. The only adequate educational programs for the city's minority communities cannot be fashioned to benefit the whole city as they are now. But teachers, the poor, and all minority groups in the society are being used as the scapegoats for the Mayor's own inaction.

The Mayor's most powerful constituents - the big corporations, the real estate interests, the banks, while power structure - are overwhelming opponents of such educational reforms. They have already dashed the city's educational budget with a $1 billion savings. The Mayor has also advised the city's public school teachers that he will not accept any union of workers as a threat to the city's educational system, by the building of new schools, by the exclusion of new teachers, and by the hiring of more teachers, for including special programs of educational value.
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The ghettoes—schools that rightfully cause of the very student enrollment is symptomatic, not a microcosm: The confrontation was scheduled to begin at noon, but Mr. Stuksen kept the crowd waiting—letting the excitement and anticipation grow until it was so thick (but so moist), that it could be cut with a feather. At 12:15, the show began.

Mr. Stuksen graduated from C.C.N.Y. in 1962 with a B.B.A. He belonged to a number of Greek-name societies, such as Friends of Chairman, enumerate the severe and the white-oriented society of which it is a part are clearly against meaningful decentralization, and they have been consistent on what it would signify if the present condition, the pressures that have been threatened by community opposition. The union 

The Art of Computer Discussion By Auditor

**SILVIUS**

---

**THE MOVIE HAS THE CAREFUL TEMPO OF A MINUET, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO ITS EMOTIONAL EROTIISM.**

---

**CERTIFIED ACCOUNTANTS**

---

**A HIGHLY EROTIC FILM! IT SHOULDN'T BE A CAUSE CELEBRATE WITH THE WHATEVER-TURNS-YOU-ON SET!**

---

**ARTISTRY & EROTICISM**

---

**SURELY THIS IS AMONG THE MOST EROTIC MOVIES OF ITS KIND, WHICH IS DESCRIBED AS THE EXPERIENCE IS BIZARRELY COMPELLING!!**

---

**SEXUAL AND INVENTIVE AND ANNOYING AND MEMORABLE QUALITY!!**

---

**NEGATIVES**

---

**LEAVES NOTHING TO THE IMAGINATION! GOES TOO FAR!!**

---

**THE THREE THINGS THAT MAKE THIS THE ATTRACTION OF THE MOVIE ARE:**

---

**THE FESTIVAL OF ART, TALENT, AND INNOVATION!!**

---

**ARTISTIC ORNAMENTS**

---

**THE ONLY EXCEPTION TO THE FESTIVAL OF ART, TALENT, AND INNOVATION!!**

---

**THE TICKER**

---

**Use Of The Computer Discussed By Auditor**

---

**Letters...**

---

**Sincerely yours,**

---

**Protest Samuel F. Thomas**

---

**happening exactly as indicated above. There were no students tearing through the corridors or climbing the classroom walls. There were no knives or guns, just school business moving ahead.**

---

**It is apparent that to believe this actually occurs, we must personally observe black fathers and mothers bringing their children to school and later escorting them home. Improvement in this area will not be to believe that the black para-professionals are quietly but effectively the blacks, so that teaching can continue. They do the best they can, but visit and observe, as I have.**

---

**If we were approaching our social dilemma as an event occurring in another country now, or 100 years ago here, we would most sagely**

---
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**If we were approaching our social dilemma as an event occurring in another country now, or 100 years ago here, we would most sagely note that the struggle was one of an oppressed people seeking freedom. We would consider the underlying causes and the predicament we recognize that the confrontation was understandable and inevitable. The way events are moving in reaction to the present white skin crisis in New York City and else-**
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